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Among the various contributions that emerged on the figure of Charles de Foucauld, awaiting
his canonization, it is worth highlighting the text My God as you are good, ed. Vatican, by
Andrea Mandonico.

Priest and theologian of the SMA (Society of African Missions), Mandonico is the postulator
of the Cause of Canonization of Little Sister Magdeleine, the founder of the Little Sisters of
Jesus, and vice-postulator for the cause of Charles de Foucauld. It is precisely on the figure of
Charles  de  Foucauld  that  the  current  professor  of  interreligious  studies  at  the  Pontifical
Gregorian University has published essays, translations and articles on the Universal Brother,
the next saint, Charles de Foucauld. 

 The challenge of Mandonico's text was not simple. For those who know the figure of Charles
de Foucauld,  they  know well  that  his  life  would  require  libraries,  for  the  sole  fact  that  it
synthesizes various existential choices and numerous vocations.

The text is therefore the subject of a considerable effort, but at the same time brilliant for
harmony, scriptural lightness and overview in the treatment.

The book is accompanied by the chronology of the saint,
very useful for contextualizing the various chapters and an
excellent, as well as very elegant, preface by Mons. Ennio
Apeciti.

Tutto lo scritto, anche metodologicamente ineccepibile, è
un faro luminoso che getta sul beato Charles dei tratti che
mettono  in  risalto  ora  i  suoi  sentimenti,  talvolta  le  sue
emozioni  e scelte.  L'Autore è molto abile a far parlare il
prossimo santo, attraverso i suoi scritti, le sue lettere e le
testimonianze di  chi  ha conosciuto il  Fratello  Universale.
Costituito  da tredici  capitoli,  ciascuno è introdotto  da una
citazione, quasi un'antifona essenziale sul contenuto che si
andrà a sviluppare.

 
After  a  first  overview,  through  the  introduction,

Mandonico's writing broadens the field through an intelligent
historical contextualization on the time lived by Charles de
Foucauld. Within the historical overview. Mandonico applies an overview of the ecclesial context,
highlighting strengths and weaknesses. He pauses briefly on the social and political context, with
fundamental details for understanding the biography of the blessed. After having contextualized
the historical period and the current ecclesiology, he moves on to the profile of Charles de
Foucauld by going through family details, his birth, his adolescence, his life as a soldier and later
as an explorer. This is how he goes on to present his conversion, his meetings in Paris and the
radicalism that will characterize the new Charles, a believer and "sick" of Jesus. Starting from the
conversion, Mandonico briefly presents the various lives of the new convert: first Pellegrino in
Holy Land, later a Trappist monk. We thus come to present the life of Charles in Nazareth, hired
by the Poor Clares as a servant. It is in this context that Charles's new vocation is highlighted, the
priestly one, illuminated by the conversation he had with Mére Elisabeth du Calvaire, abbess of
the convent of Jerusalem, a woman who will help him to dispel his doubts about accessing
sacred orders. After this part of his life, the new ministry of Charles de Foucauld is presented in
Beni-Abbès and Tamanrasset.



This is how we arrive at one of the fundamental  pillars which is also the true heart  of
Foucauldian spirituality: Nazareth. Mandonico analyzes how the great newness of the Spirit,
brought about through the spirituality of Charles de Foucauld, starts from the hiding of the Son of
God and his thirty years of hidden life in Nazareth which, loved after his first pilgrimage to the
holy land, will become the architectural principle on which the life of the Universal Brother is built
and, subsequently, the cornerstone on which to build the spiritualities that will refer to Blessed
Charles. 

 

After  the  great  novelty  of  Nazareth,  as  the  cornerstone of  the spirituality  of  Charles  de
Foucauld, Mandonico tightens the field on the two great pillars that hold Foucauldian spiritual
architecture: the Word of God and the Eucharist. We know the importance of the Eucharistic cult
that had the historical context from which Charles de Foucauld drew, especially for the practices
of piety, such as devotion to the Sacred Heart and the redemptive sacrificial offering. What is
striking, alongside this element which can also be found in other figures, is the love for the Word of
God and the time he gives for the "lectio divina",  with the lover's methodology. Mandonico
carefully highlights the prophecy and the great creative novelty in the interiority of the missionary
monk,  in  a  life  that  is  surprised  in  the  Spirit  amidst  contemplative  gasps  and  missionary
announcements.

A further chapter is dedicated to the Mystery of the Visitation, the hermeneutic criterion of all
human relations of Charles. He manages to go beyond his own colonial prejudices, as a priest,
imagining himself as a living tabernacle that brings Jesus to others, as Mary does with Saint
Elizabeth, causing little John to startle in a dance of joy in the womb for the presence of the Son of
God. It  is  precisely the Mystery of the Visitation that will  be declined in Beni-Abbès and in
Tamanrasset  differently,  according  to  how  circumstances  required.  The  author  continues  to
carefully analyze themes dear to Charles de Foucauld such as love in contemplation and the
fruitfulness of the apostolate, preaching the Gospel with life, the universal fatherhood of God, the
desire for universal brotherhood, the longing for supreme testimony of martyrdom and, in the last
chapter, an eschatological reflection on going to meet the Bridegroom who is coming. 

 
The text ends with two very interesting appendices; in the first there are analogies on Pope

Francis and his Magisterium in the footsteps of Blessed Charles de Foucauld while, in the
second, the writings of Blessed Charles himself. At the end of the text there is the bibliography
cited in the text of the works and correspondence of Charles de Foucauld.

Reading this text is highly recommended because, in a careful and timely manner, it helps to
understand the greatness and novelty of a new way of living and thinking about holiness today,
contemplative in activity, ecumenical and interreligious in our globalized world. The text is a
phrasing that makes the life and texts of the blessed speak, within the great symphony of the
Magisterium, orchestrated by the Spirit, having as its score the Gospel and as irreplaceable
scenography the face and life of the Unique Model, the Beloved Lord Jesus .

Reading this book, I am sure, will bring great human and spiritual benefit to everyone.
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